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                                        MID SHIRES MARKSMEN 

                 LEAGUE 10 METRE RIFLE RULES Amended Mar 2016 

 Any non BB sub 12 foot pound single/multi shot rifle of .177calibre may be used in 
this event. 

Exception: The Carbine Class which began as a .22 event may be shot with .177, .20 
or .22 calibres and will be scored with a .22 plug gauge. 

 Only one rifle per competitor is permitted in each class.  

Rifles fitted with laser sights will be refused entry to the competition.    

Classes: There are 4 different classes within the 10 Metre Rifle event as follows: 

1. Recoil-less:   Any Pre Charged Pneumatic, CO2, or single/multi Stroke Pneumatic 
rifle with a scope of any magnification is permitted. 

2. Recoiling:   Any Recoiling Spring or Gas Ram rifle with a scope of any magnification 
is permitted. 

3. Open Sights:  Any Recoiling or Recoilless rifle fitted with either “Open” or 
“Aperture sights”, whether metallic or plastic with or without fibre optic inserts. 

4. Carbine:  The Crosman2240, 2250 or similar plus any sub 6foot/pound Pre Charged 
Pneumatic, Single/Multi Stroke Pneumatic, Spring, Gas Ram or CO2  Shoulder 
Stocked Pistol  is permitted.  

Carbines may be fitted with standard Open Sights, Dioptre sights, Red Dots or Scopes 
of any magnification and will be scored as one class.                                             

Exclusion: The existing guns used in the Carbine event are much modified creations 
of participating members. It would be unfair to allow the use of compact hunting 
rifles with superior performance such as the BSA Ultra, Brocock Contour or similar.   
They are therefore excluded but may be used in the Recoil-less Class. 

Note: In law, a person with a pistol above 6ft/lb., even with a rifle stock is in 
possession of an Illegal Firearm. The penalty for this is a heavy fine and/ or a possible 
term in prison.  

The Carbine class is for all members of all abilities but is also aimed at the young and 
less able bodied who find it difficult to stand supporting a full sized air rifle. 
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Supports such as slings along with the common hamster are permitted Supports from 
carbine to torso or carbine to ground (shooting stick) are only allowed in special cases 
by permission of the committee. 

RANGE SAFETY 

All rifles shall be taken to and from the firing line pointing down, unloaded and un-
cocked. Rifles must point down range at all times during the competition. Multiple 
shot magazines may be pre- loaded with pellets but separate from the rifle until the 
competition commences.  Magazines even if assumed to be empty, must be removed 
from the rifle prior to leaving the range.                                                                                                   

Course of Fire:  Each course will consist of 4 or more scoring targets and a minimum 
of 2 zeroing targets. (The amount of targets is dependent upon turnout on the day) 

The targets will be placed 2 metres apart, 10 metres from the firing line. 

Reversed shooting benches or tables will be placed 2 metres apart on the range side 
of and touching the firing line to allow placing of pellets, loading and resting of rifle. 

No part of the shooters body may be over the line except for the rifle shooting and 
supporting arms. 

The target will consist of an A3 sheet with 25 scoring targets and 5 zeroing targets.  

Timing & Scoring:  A shooter will fire 1 shot only at each of the scoring targets with 
no limit applied to the amount of shots fired at the zeroing targets. All shots must be 
taken within a time limit of 20 minutes 

A.177 plug gauge (Anschutz/Bisley) will be used for scoring all cards except the 
Carbine cards which will be scored with a .22 plug gauge. 

Each target is a square scoring box with a target ring within, numbered from 5 to 10 
with a 2 millimetre centre ring.  Targets are scored inwards. Therefore a shot in the 5 
but touching the 6 is scored 6. 

2 or more shots in a scoring ring will be scored lowest shot only. Supposing there is a 
9 a 7, and a 5 in the ring, only the 5 will be counted towards the final score.  

A shot or shots in a target box but not touching the 5 ring will score the box 0 
regardless of any other shots within the scoring ring. 
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A shot straddling the lines of boxes between 2 targets will be plugged with the 
relevant plug gauge and the most overlapped box will be scored 0. The score on the 
least overlapped box will be unaffected. 

Shots outside or touching a scoring target box will also be scored 0. This refers to the 
perimeter on the card of the 25 scoring boxes including a perceived vertical line left 
of the boxes and right of the 25M Distance box. Any shots outside of these 
parameters are not recorded and will not affect the final score.* 

A shot touching the 2 millimetre central ring is scored as 10. 

A shot obliterating the central ring will score a bonus point. 

With all 2 millimetre targets hit the maximum score will be 250.  If they are all 
obliterated, the maximum score will be 275  

*Some organisations score unaccounted multiple shots as lowest 25 on the card.  
MSM scores each target box 1 shot only, meaning the highest scoring targets 
elsewhere on a card are not penalised. 

Completion:  At the end of 20 minutes, any competitor who has not finished will 
shoot any loaded pellet in to the ground in front. No further shooting is permitted 

When the ceasefire whistle blows each competitor will fit a new target to the target 
board and bring his/ her card back for scoring. 

Shooters are responsible for marking their cards with name, gun type, sight option, 
calibre and event discipline, before presenting the card to the scorer. 

 The scorer’s decision on the day shall be final unless a valid complaint is lodged. In 
which case, two club members plus the scorer shall decide the outcome. 

  


